
Dear Student of M.L. Dahanukar College of Commerce, 

College Experience comes and goes like a wind. What remains is a bunch of warm 

memories which you cherish for the rest of your lives! 

For reliving your college life again and again, M.L. Dahanukar College of Commerce is 

offering an amazing platform to all of you to stay connected with the college via its 

Alumni Association. 

MLDC Alumni Association, formed in the year 2003, with utmost dynamic alma mater, 

has been fostering every opportunity and every relationship by engulfing every alumnus 

into a network which allows them to cultivate humanist regard for each other, the 

college and the corner of the world it represents. We do this in the spirit of gratitude, 

pride and commitment. It connects, re-connects and engages alumni through enriching 

experiences, with the college and university communities. 

MLDC Alumni Association stimulates academic and personal enrichment and provides 

opportunities for alumni and their families with the intention of creating an ongoing 

alumni presence on and off campus. 

It makes perfect sense for all of us to strengthen links with ex-students and also with past 

teaching faculty members since they offer a rich reserve of knowledge and experience 

which will help us to take our Association to greater heights. 

Joining the Association is purely a personal decision. By joining, you could open the 

door for a bright future, for yourself as well as the future students. 

We urge you to become a member of the Alumni Association by filling up the 

registration form available at the third floor administrative office. The registration form 

is also available as an annexure at the end of this file. A modest sum of Rs 1000/- will act 

as donation for life time. If you have any queries in this regard, kindly contact Shri 

Ravindra Dhawale, Secretary of Alumni Association (9920572974) or CS Swapnil Shenvi, 

Member (9987094858 / swapnils@mldc.edu.in). 

Your support will always act as a stepping stone for your Alma Mater to progress. 

 

Regards 

Mr. Vinay Jog, Chairman 

Mr. Ravindra Dhavale, Secretary 

MLDC Alumni Association 

 




